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7 Claims. 

My invention relates to a radiant energy pro- Q 
jector and,’ more particularly, to an improved de 
vice of the stated character which has for its 

beam of radiant energy in which either optimum 
beam candlepower or optimum beam lumens is 
attained consistent with high ei?ciency and in 
which the attainment of one of these optimum 
factors does not cause appreciable deviation in 
‘value from the optimum of said other factor. 

In carrying my invention into effect, I employ 
a plurality of opposing coaxial confocal parabo 
loidal re?ectors of different focal lengths and a 
source of radiant energy substantially coincident 
with the common focal point. The paraboloidal 
re?ector of lesser focal length is apertured to 
permit the passage of a divergent beam‘ of radiant 
energy. By'means of certain geometrical rela- , 
tionships between the focal lengths and between 
the solid angles de?ned by the common focal 

' point, the aperture in the 'paraboloidal re?ector 

in each instancebeing identified by thereference 
‘ character 3. The envelope portions‘ 3 and 4 are 

principal object the projection of. a divergent , 
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of lesser focal length, and the peripheral portions ' _ 
of the paraboloidal re?ector of greater focal 
length, all to be more particularly described here 
inafter, either optimum beam candlepower or 
optimum beam lumens is achievedwithout appre 
ciable diminution in the other of said optimum -, 
factors.v , , 

Other objects and many of the attendant ad 
vantages of this invention will be readily appre 
ciated as the same becomes better understood by 
reference to the following detailed description 
when considered in connection-with the accom 
panying drawing wherein: , 

Fig. 1 depicts the device of my invention in 
partial‘ longitudinal section-as employed with a 
shallow type re?ector;v ‘ ~ 

Fig. 2 depicts another embodiment-‘of the de-' 
vice of my invention in partial longitudinal sec‘ 
tion as employed with a lens; ' 

Fig. 3 discloses a still further embodiment of 
the device of the present invention in partial 
longitudinal section which is designed for general 
illumination.‘ . ~ ' 

Turning now to the several ?gures of the draw 
ing, there is shown disclosed therein a lamp 
envelope identified in general by the reference 
character I to which there is secured in the usual 
manner the conventional base 2. Portions 3 and 
l of the envelope peripherally joined by‘ a ?lleted 
surface are Paraboloidal in form and are con 
focal at the point 5, as well as coaxial; Further 
more,.it should be noted that the confocal parab 
oloidal envelope'portions 3 and 4 are of unequal: 
focal length, the paraboloid of lesser focal length 

coated exteriorly or interiorly at 3' and 4', re‘ 
spectively, with a suitable material for re?ect 
ing the radiant energy incident‘ thereupon to thus 
provide a-plurality ofopposing coaxial confocal 
paraboloidal re?ectors 3' and 4' of differentfocal 
lengths in which-the paraboloidal re?ector 3' 
of lesser focal length is apertured toallow the 
passage of a divergent beam of radiant energy. 
A source of radiant energy 6 (Figs. 1 and 2) ' 

and ‘I (Fig. 3) is substantially coincident with the 
common focal point 5 and is supplied with elec‘- 
trical energy by the lead-in wires 8, sealed in the 
conventional-press 9' and cooperating with the 
customary electrical contacts l0 and II of the 
lamp base 2. In Figs. 1 and 2, the source of ra 
diant energy 6 is a ?lament concentrated in the 
form of a cube, while inFig. 3, the ?lament l is 
concentrated in the form of afsphere, thus pro 
viding in the- latter instance’ a ?lament of the 
general illumination type. In each case, however, 
the various convolutions of the ?lament are suf?; 
ciently spaced topermit the passage of the ra 
diant energy throughythe interspaces thus pro 
vided. Where the source of'radiant energy is of 
the ?lamentary type, the envelope may or'may 
not be provided with a gaseous ?lling, as well 
understood by those skilled in the art, and the 
material of the ?lament may be of any character 
known tothe prior art to insure the desired I 
spectral emission. The source of radiant energy 

> is not to be understood as ‘being restricted to a 
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?lament, since any other convenient source of 
visible and/or invisible lightenergy may be ad- 7 

‘ vantageously employed. Thus, by ‘way of ex 
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ample, the source-of radiation. maybe constituted 
by a space discharge substantially coincident with 
the common focal point 5 in a‘ gas and/or vapor 
at the desired operating pressure or pressures. 
That portion, of the envelope identi?ed by the 

reference character I 2 through which the ra-‘ 
diant energy emerges .in, a divergent beam is 
preferably, although not necessarily, a segment 
of a sphere with its center substantially coinci 
dent with the common focal point 5. This spher 
ical con?guration is employed for. increasing the 
radiating surface and, minimizing refraction, the 
spacing of the spherical surface from thesource 
of radiant energy beingv determined by the 
wattage to be dissipated. ‘ The spherical ‘portion ' 

I 12 of the envelope may beeither transparent or 
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translucent and fabricated of any suitable re 
fractory material or a material having any de 
sired?ltering characteristics. 
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It is undesirable to have any of the rays of the 
emergent beam leave the lamp after a single re 
?ection, since under these circumstances, they 
will proceed parallel to the axis ll of the de 
vice and hence fail to pass in proximity to the 
source of radiant energy. By disposing the lamp 
base 2 in opposing relation to the ray pervious 
portion I! of the envelope in the manner de 
line'ated in Figs. 1 and 3, that portion of the 
paraboloidal re?ector 4' of larger focal length 
substantially coextensive with the projected area 
of the ray pervious portion I2 is removed, thus 
precluding any parallel ray projection. Alter 
natively, as disclosed in Fig. 2, a small spherical 
re?ecting surface It’ may be disposed either in 
teriorly or exteriorly of the envelope upon a sur 
face it thereof of corresponding contour with 
its center of curvature substantially coincident 
with the common focal point 5. This spherical 
re?ector l4’ replaces that portion of the para 
boloidal re?ector 4' of longer'focal length which 
is coextensive with the projected area of the ray 
pervious portion I2 of the envelope. Thus, any 
ray‘which in the absence of the spherical re 
?ector It’ would proceed outwardly of the device 
parallel to the axis I3 is now returned through 
the source of radiant energy 6. The spherical 
re?ector construction depicted in Fig. 2 should 
be employed when using the lamp with a lens to 
project a parallel beam, all as delineated in the 
drawing, since it is desirable that all rays strik 
ing the lens come directly from the source of 
radiant energy. The construction, however, may 
also be employed in the lamps of Figs. 1 and 3 
if desired. 

As noted hereinbefore, it is an important fea 
ture of the present invention to produce a 
divergent beam of radiant energy in which either 
optimum beam candlepower or optimum beam 
lumens is attained consistent with high ef 
?ciency and in which the attainment of one of 
these optimum factors is achieved without ap-' 
preciable diminution in the other of said optimum 
factors. By establishing certain relationships 
between the focal lengths of the paraboloidal 
re?ectors 3' and 4" and between the solid angles 
de?ned by these re?ectors and the common focal‘ 
point 5, the foregoing isv possible of achievement. 
The beamv candlepower is controlled by the 

ratio of the focal lengths of the paraboloidal re 
?ectors. If the focal lengths are equal in magni 
tude, the number of re?ections is excessive, 
while if one focal length greatly exceeds the 
other in magnitude, the source is unduly magni 
?ed. An excessive number of re?ections results 
in low eihciency, while substantial magnification 
of the source causes low beam candlepower. I 
have, therefore, determined that a ratio of the 
greater focal length to the lesser focal length of 
the paraboloidal re?ectors involved which is not 
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less than 2 nor greater than 2.5 will result in the ‘ 
production of a beam candle power that is ade 
quate for all purposes, yet consistent with the 
attainment of high efficiency. When the afore 
said ratio is substantially 2, optimum beam 
candlepower is achieved without appreciable de 
viation from an optimum, value of beam lumens. 
The upper ratio limit of 2.5 makes it possible to 
establish equality in the solid angle relationship 
to thus insure optimum beam lumens without 
substantial deviation from the optimum value 
of beam candlepower. Where an optimum value 
of beam lumens is desired, it is essential that the 
solid angle de?ned by the common focal point i 
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and the aperture in the paraboloidai re?ector I’ 
of lesser focal length be substantially equal to 
that defined by the common focal point and the 
peripheral portions of the paraboloidal re?ector 
4' of greater focal length. I 
Thus, where accurate light control is desired, 

the focal length ratio should be approximately 2 
while concurrently therewith the solid angle re 
lationship approaches equality. Where, on the 
other hand. general directivity only is desired, the 
solid angles hereinbefore ‘discussed should be 
substantially equal. Under these circumstances, 
however, the focal length ratio is no longer 2 but, 
on the other hand. does not exceed 2.5. 
When using the lamp of the present invention 

in conjunction. with a re?ector or lens as dis 
closed respectively in Figs. 1 and 2 of the draw 
ing, the primary object is the attainment of a 
high beam‘ candlepower. This desideratum is 
achieved when the focal length ratio is substan 
tially equal to 2. Thus, the focal length ratio in 
the lamps of Figs. 1 and 2 is chosen so as to be 
substantially equal to '2, while ‘the solid angle 
relationship deviates somewhat from equality, 
all in the manner hereinbefore described. In 
Fig. 3, however, where general directivity only is 
desired, the solid angle defined by the common 
focal point I and the aperture in the paraboloidal 
re?ector 3' of lesser focal length is made and as 
shown is substantially equal to the solid angle 
de?ned by the said common'focal point and the 
peripheral portions of the paraboloidal re?ector 
4' of greater focal'length. By establishing this 
equality in the solid angle relationship, the focal 

' length ratio in the lamp of Fig. 3 of necessity 
and by virtue of the foregoing construction be 
comes and is greater than 2 but is not in ex-' 
cess of 2.5. . 

In view of the foregoing, it should thus be 
clear that in the lamp of the present invention 
a large portion of the total energy is redirected 
and substantially superimposed upon the remain 
ing undirected portion. The net result is a lamp 
in which the energy proceeds to the area of 
utilization as if' it were all being radiated from 
the source through the solid angle determined by 
the common‘ focal point and the edges of the 
aperture in the paraboloid of lesser focal length 
without intervening re?ections. The energy of 
the divergent beam, furthermore, approximately 
obeys the law of inverse squares. 
According to the provisions of the patent stat 

utes, I have set forth the principle and mode of 
operation of my invention and have illustrated 

' and described what I now consider to represent 
its best embodiments. However, I desire to have 
it understood that within the scope of the ap 
pended claims, the invention may be practiced 
otherwise than as speci?cally illustrated and de 
scribed. ‘ . 

The invention, herein described and claimed 
may be used and/or manufactured by or for the 
Government of the United States of America for 
governmental purposes without the payment'of 
any royalties thereon or therefor. 

I claim: 
_ 1. A device for the projection of light energy 
comprising in combination a plurality of oppos 
ing, coaxial, confocal, paraboloidal re?ectors of 
different focal lengths, a source of light energy 
substantially coincident with the common focal 

' pointkthe ratio of the focal lengths of the said 
re?ectors being substantially equal to 2 and the 
paraboloidal re?ector of lesser focal length being 
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apertured to permit the passage of the light 
energy. ' _ > 

2. A device for the projection of light energy 
comprising in combination a plurality of oppos 
ing, coaxial, confocal paraboloidal re?ectors‘ of 
different focal lengths, a source of light energy 
substantially coincident with the common focal 
point, the paraboloidal re?ector of lesser focal 
length being apertured to permit the passage of 
the light energy and the solid angle de?ned by 
the common focal point and the aperture in the 
paraboloidal re?ector of lesser focal length being 
substantially equal to that de?ned by the com 
mon focal point and the peripheral portions of 
the paraboloidal re?ector-of greater focal length. 

3. A device for the projection of light energy ‘ 
comprising in combination a plurality of oppos 
ing, coaxial, confocal, paraboloidal re?ectors of ’ 
different focal lengths, a source of light energy 
substantially coincident‘with the common focal 
point, the ratio of the focal lengths of the said 
re?ectors being not less than 2 nor greater than 
2.5 and the paraboloidal re?ector of lesser focal 
length being apertured to permit the passage of 
the light energy. > v 

4. A device for the projection of light energy 
comprising in combination a plurality of oppos 

length being apertured to permitthe passage of 
the light energy, a lamp base secured to the 
envelope and inopposing relation to the aperture 
in the paraboloidal re?ector of- lesser focal length 
and means associated with said .base and source 
for supplying ‘the ‘latter with electrical energy. 

' the, ratio of the focal lengths of the said parabol 
loidal re?ectors being not less than 2vnor greater 

‘ than 2.5. ‘ ' 

10 y 6. An'electric lamp for the projection of light 
energy comprising in combination an envelope, 
a plurality of opposing, coaxial, confocal parabo 

‘~ loidal re?ectors of different focal lengths asso 
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ing, coaxial, confocal paraboloidal re?ectors of I 
different focal lengths, a source of light energy 
substantially coincident with the common focal 
point, the paraboloidal re?ector of lesser focal 
length being apertured to permit the passage of 
the light energy, a spherical re?ector confocal 

" with the said paraboloidal‘ re?ectors and in op 
posing relation to the aperture in one of the 
latter, the ratio ‘of the focal lengths of the'said 
paraboloidal re?ectors being not less than 2 nor 
greater than 2.5. ' ‘ 

5. An electric lamp for the projection of light 
energy comprising in combination an envelope, 
a plurality of opposing coaxial confocal parabo 
loidal re?ectors of different focal lengths asso 
ciated with said envelope, a source of light en 
ergy disposed within said envelope and substan 
tially coincident with the aforesaid common focal ' 
point, the paraboloidal re?ector of lesser focal 
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. ing the latter with electrical energy. 

ciated with said envelope, a source of light energy 
disposed within said envelope and substantially 
coincident, with the aforesaid common focal point, - 
the paraboloidal re?ector of lesser'focal length 
being apertured to permit the passage of the light 
energy, a spherical re?ector confocal with the 
said paraboloidal re?ectors and in opposing rela 
tion togthe aperture in one of the latter, a lamp 
base. secured to the envelope and means asso 
ciated with said base and source for supplying 
the latter with electrical energy, the ratio ‘of the 
focal lengths of said paraboloidal re?ectors being 
not less than 2 nor greater than 2.5. , 

7. An electric lamp for the projection of ligh 
energy comprising in combination an envelope, 
a plurality of opposing, coaxial, confocal parabo-~ 
loidal re?ectors of different focal lengths asso 
ciated with said envelope,,a source of light energy 
disposed ‘within said envelope and. substantially 
coincident with the aforesaid common focal point, 
the paraboloidal re?ector of lesser focal. length 
being apertured to permit the passage of the light 
energy, and the solid angle de?ned by the-com 
mon focal point and the aperture in the parabo 
loidal re?ector of lesser focal length being sub 
stantially equal to that defined by the common 
focal point and the peripheral portions‘ of the 
paraboloidal re?ector of greater focal length, a 
lamp base secured to the envelope and‘ means 
associated with said base and source for 
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supply- , 


